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Modular flexibility:
In-Tensive table system with A-leg, design Jouni Leino
A-leg in epoxy coated steel is a fresh option for In-tensive range. It is for the first time
showcased at Stockholm Furniture Fair 2020. Functionality and timeless design are tied
here together with modular flexibility. As a forerunner (since 1998) of electrified meeting
tables Inno offers a wide range of customized solutions for meeting and conference.
The main features include modular structure, tabletops in many shapes, sizes and
materials together with a variety of leg versions. A spacious cable tray accessed through
hinged flaps offers easy cable management and hiding conference equipment.
Streamlined elegance:
Tilt chairs, design Juha Rista
The elegant lines of the chair were inspired by the streamlined car designs of the 50’s.
With new compact size, the smaller Tilt chairs are perfect visitor chairs but also an
excellent choice for a casual meeting room or as a desk chair in a hotel room.
Sympathetic softness:
Katve space dividers, design Mikko Laakkonen
The look of Katve space divider is sympathetic with natural materials wool and wood.
Vertical (V) and horizontal (H) dividers can be used either separately or together giving
sight protection and sound absorption. Ideal for lobby, café or office with Ono chairs,
design Susanne Gronlund.
For further information, please contact
CEO Niklas Korhonen Niklas.korhonen@inno.fi
Head of international sales Jan Eklund jan.eklund@inno.fi
Tel. +358 9 8870380, Inno Interior Oy / Inno-Tuote Oy, www.inno.fi
Inno is a family owned company with strong roots in innovative design
and responsible production. The company’s aim is to produce furniture and
interior accessories as “tools for architects”. Since 1975 Inno’s customized
solutions have been chosen for brand concepts, business premises,
cultural and public buildings, airports and hotel chains all over the world.

